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Cheer Leaders' Convention at the University of Southern
California to-morrow, when Burdette Henney, Trojan yell
leader, will be in charge of an all-day program, beginning at
9 a.m. and ending at 10 p.m.
The handling of the. rooting section, staging of stunts, co-
herent and systematic cheer leading, infusion of pep, effective
yells and songs, good sportsmanship and the relation of the
high-school rooting section to the college rooting section will
be feature points of discussion and demonstration on the
program."
That, one feels, is hardly a promising milieu in which to teach
the young Slovene the elusive elements of Western civilisa-
tion. But it is not the sole, or even the main, ingredient of
American college education. What is, a hurried traveller
cannot easily define. The Eastern universities, of course,
have international reputations and a far simpler problem ;
for they are merely engaged in the normal business of a
university, in scholarship, research, and education, only
slightly impeded by those enterprising benefactors of com-
mercial tastes who insist upon endowing Chairs of Book-
keeping by Double Entry—though even here one sometimes
underrates the heavy handicap upon American scholarship.
It is an easy fact for Englishmen to overlook that the main
subject-matter of most forms of scholarship resides in
Europe. We are so used to living with the Record Office
just round the corner and the Paris Archives an afternoon
away, that we can hardly imagine the embarrassments of
American scholars, forced by geography to come three
thousand miles in order to consult their sources. A Long
Vacation spent in hasty note-taking is a poor substitute for
the continuous facilities available to Europeans; but it is
a rare tribute to devotion.
Yet research, pure scholarship, and Eastern universities
are not the most significant features of American education.
Its most exciting work, I feel, is being done a little further to
the west. For the teacher's opportunity lies rather in those
State Universities of hurried terms and crowded classes,

